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We study the Euler scheme for a stochastic differential equation
driven by a Le´vy process Y . More precisely, we look at the asymptotic
behavior of the normalized error process un(X
n−X), where X is the
true solution and Xn is its Euler approximation with stepsize 1/n,
and un is an appropriate rate going to infinity: if the normalized error
processes converge, or are at least tight, we say that the sequence (un)
is a rate, which, in addition, is sharp when the limiting process (or
processes) is not trivial.
We suppose that Y has no Gaussian part (otherwise a rate is
known to be un =
√
n ). Then rates are given in terms of the concen-
tration of the Le´vy measure of Y around 0 and, further, we prove the
convergence of the sequence un(X
n −X) to a nontrivial limit under
some further assumptions, which cover all stable processes and a lot
of other Le´vy processes whose Le´vy measure behave like a stable Le´vy
measure near the origin. For example, when Y is a symmetric stable
process with index α ∈ (0,2), a sharp rate is un = (n/ logn)1/α; when
Y is stable but not symmetric, the rate is again un = (n/ logn)
1/α
when α > 1, but it becomes un = n/(logn)
2 if α = 1 and un = n if
α< 1.
1. Introduction. We consider the following stochastic differential equa-
tion (SDE):
Xt = x0 +
∫ t
0
f(Xs−)dYs,(1.1)
where f denotes a C3 (three times differentiable) function and Y is a Le´vy
process with characteristics (b, c,F ) with respect to the truncation function
h(x) = x1{|x|≤1}, that is,
E(eiuYt) = exp t
(
iub− cu
2
2
+
∫
F (dx)(eiux − 1− iux1{|x|≤1})
)
.(1.2)
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We also suppose that f is such that (1.1) admits a (necessarily unique)
nonexploding solution (this is the case, e.g., if f has at most linear growth).
A number of papers have been devoted to studying the rate of convergence
of the Euler scheme for this equation. That is, the approximated solution
is defined at the times i/n, by induction on the integer i, according to the
formula
Xn0 = x0, X
n
i/n =X
n
(i−1)/n + f(X
n
(i−1)/n)(Yi/n − Y(i−1)/n).(1.3)
This scheme allows for numerical computations, using Monte Carlo tech-
niques, provided one can simulate the increments Yt−Ys of the Le´vy process
Y : A first problem consists in computing an approximation of the expected
value E(h(X1)) for smooth enough functions h, and we need to evaluate the
error an(h) = E(h(X
n
1 )) − E(h(X1)). A second problem is to compute an
approximation of the law of some functional of the path, like, for example,
supt≤1Xt, and for this we need to evaluate the (discretized) error process,
which is defined as
Unt =X
n
[nt]/n −X[nt]/n.(1.4)
Problem 1 has been extensively studied when Y is continuous (i.e., F =
0) and c > 0: we can quote, with increasing order of generality as to the
smoothness of f and h, the works of Talay and Tubaro (1990) and Bally and
Talay (1996a, b), where it is proved that an(h) is of order 1/n and where an
expansion of an(h) as increasing powers of 1/n is even exhibited. In Protter
and Talay (1997) the same problem is studied for discontinuous Y , but they
only prove that an(h) =O(1/n); see also a forthcoming paper by Kohatsu-
Hida and Yoshida (2001) for an equation driven by a Wiener process plus a
Poisson random measure. The techniques are essentially analytical.
For problem 2 one uses stochastic calculus techniques, and the idea is to
find a rate un, that is, a sequence going to∞ such that the sequence (unUn)
is tight; the rate is called sharp if further the sequence (unU
n) admits some
limiting processes that are not identically 0. Even better is the case when
the whole sequence (unU
n) converges to a nondegenerate limit. In Jacod
and Protter (1998) we have proved the following (more precise results are
recalled below):
1. If c > 0, then a sharp rate is un =
√
n, and the sequence (
√
nUn) converges
in law to a nondegenerate limit.
2. If c= 0 and F is a finite measure, hence, Y is a compound Poisson process
plus a drift, then a sharp rate is un = n if the drift b is not 0; when b= 0,
the rate is “infinite,” meaning that for any t, we have Uns = 0 for all s≤ t
for n large enough.
3. If c = 0 and F is an infinite measure, then a rate is un =
√
n, but this
rate is not sharp in the sense that (
√
nUn) goes in law to 0.
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Although the implicit assumption that the increments of Y can be simu-
lated is somewhat unrealistic except in particular situations, which, however,
include the case where Y is a stable process, finding the exact rate of con-
vergence is at least of much theoretical importance. Here we aim to find
sharp rates for problem 2, when c= 0 and F (R) =∞. The crucial factor is
the behavior of the Le´vy measure F near 0 (i.e., how many “small jumps”
we have), which will be expressed through the following functions on R+:
θ+(β) = F ((β,∞)),
(1.5)
θ−(β) = F ((−∞,−β)), θ(β) = θ+(β) + θ−(β).
We introduce several assumptions, in which α denotes our basic index;
here and below C denotes a constant which may change from line to line,
and may depend on F just here, and also on b and f further below:
Hypothesis (H1-α). We have θ(β)≤ Cβα for all β ∈ (0,1].
Hypothesis (H2-α). We have βαθ+(β) → θ+ and βαθ−(β) → θ− as
β → 0 for some constants θ+, θ− ≥ 0, and further, θ := θ+ + θ− > 0. We
also set θ′ = θ+− θ−, and we observe that θ(β)∼ θβα as β→ 0.
Hypothesis (H3). The measure F is symmetrical about 0.
Hypothesis (H4). We have b= 0.
Note that Hypothesis (H2-α)⇒ Hypothesis (H1-α), and that Hypothesis (H1-2)
always holds because F integrates x 7→ |x|2 ∧ 1, and Hypothesis (H1-0) [i.e.,
(H1-α) for α= 0] holds iff the measure F is finite, a case which we exclude.
Under Hypothesis (H3) we have Hypothesis (H2-α) as soon as θ(β)∼ θβα as
β→ 0, and θ+ = θ− = θ/2.
Unfortunately, we cannot totally fulfill our aim. But we find rates un that
are bigger than
√
n. And we prove that these rates are sharp and even that
unU
n converges in some reasonably general circumstances. Let us single out
five different cases:
Case 1. We have Hypothesis (H1-α) for some α > 1; then un = (
n
logn)
1/α.
Case 2a. We have Hypothesis (H1-α) for α= 1; then un =
n
(logn)2 .
Case 2b. We have Hypothesis (H1-α) for α = 1 and Hypothesis (H3);
then un =
n
logn .
Case 3a. We have Hypothesis (H1-α) for some α< 1; then un = n.
Case 3b. We have Hypothesis (H1-α) for some α < 1 and Hypotheses
(H3) and (H4); then un = (
n
logn)
1/α.
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Clearly, Hypothesis (H1-α) ⇒ Hypothesis (H1-α′) if α < α′, while the
rate is better (i.e., bigger) when α decreases: one should take the smallest
possible α for which Hypothesis (H1-α) holds, although, of course, there
might not be such a minimal α. Observe also that the rate in Case 2b (resp.
3b) is strictly bigger than in Case 2a (resp. 3a): the symmetry of the driving
process improves the quality of the Euler scheme under Hypothesis (H1-α)
when α≤ 1, while it does not affect the rate when α > 1.
Now we describe the results of this paper. The first one concerns tightness
[the assumption of f is always that it is C3 and that (1.1) has a nonexploding
solution; this is not repeated in the next theorems].
Theorem 1.1. Assume that c= 0 and that Hypothesis (H1-α) holds for
some α ∈ (0,2). Then, with the above choice of un, the sequence (unUn), is
tight.
The results about limits necessitate the stronger Hypothesis (H2-α) in-
stead of Hypothesis (H1-α), except in Case 3a; in all cases except 2a, the
description of the limit invloves another process or additional random vari-
ables which are independent of Y , so we might need to enlarge the proba-
bility space to accomodate these.
Below, Y
n
stands for the discretized process associated with Y , that is,
Y
n
t = Y[nt]/n.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that c= 0 and that Hypothesis (H1-α) holds for
some α ∈ (0,2). Then in the following cases and with un as above, the se-
quence (Y
n
, unU
n) converges in law ( for the Skorokhod topology) to (Y,U),
where U is the unique solution U of the linear equation
Ut =
∫ t
0
f ′(Xs−)Us− dYs −Wt,(1.6)
and where the process W may be described as follows:
(a) In Case 1, and if further Hypothesis (H2-α) holds, then
Wt =
∫ t
0
f(Xs−)f ′(Xs−)dVs,(1.7)
where V is another Le´vy process, independent of Y and characterized by
E(eiuVt) = exp
tα
2
∫
((θ2+ + θ
2
−)1{x>0} +2θ+θ−1{x<0})
(1.8)
× 1|x|1+α (e
iux − 1− iux)dx
(hence, V is a stable process with index α).
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(b) In Case 2a, and if further Hypothesis (H2-α) holds for α= 1, then
Wt =−(θ+− θ−)
2
4
∫ t
0
f(Xs−)f ′(Xs−)ds,(1.9)
and we even have that unU
n converges to U in probability (locally uniformly
in time).
(c) In Cases 2b and 3b, and if further Hypothesis (H2-α) holds, then we
have (1.7), where V is another Le´vy process, independent of Y and charac-
terized by
E(eiuVt) = exp t
∫
θ2α
4
1
|x|1+α (e
iux − 1− iux1{|x|≤1})dx(1.10)
(hence, V is a symmetric stable process with index α).
(d) In Case 3a, then
Wt = d
∑
n :Rn≤t
([f(XRn)− f(XRn−)]ξn + f ′(XRn−)∆XRn(1− ξn))
(1.11)
+
d2
2
∫ t
0
f(Xs−)f ′(Xs−)ds,
where d = b− ∫{|x|≤1} xF (dx) and (ξn)n≥1 is a sequence of i.i.d. variables,
uniform on [0,1] and independent of Y , and (Rn)n≥1 is an enumeration of
the jump times of Y (or of X).
Remark 1.1. For comparison with the cases excluded here and studied
in Jacod and Protter (1998), let us mention that if c= 0 and F is a finite
measure [i.e., Hypothesis (H1-0) holds], then Theorem 1.2(d) holds without
change. When c > 0, the sequence (Y
n
,
√
nUn) converges in law to (Y,U),
where U solves (1.6) with
Wt =
√
c
∑
n :Rn≤t
([f(XRn)− f(XRn−)]
√
ξnκn + f
′(XRn−)∆XRn
√
1− ξnκ′n)
+
c√
2
∫ t
0
f(Xs−)f ′(Xs−)dBs
and where B is a standard Brownian motion, and ξn is uniform over [0,1],
and κn and κ
′
n are standard normal variables, all these being independent
one from the other and from Y as well.
Remark 1.2. When θ+ = θ− [e.g., under Hypothesis (H3)] then (1.8) and (1.10)
agree (but, of course, for different values of α). In Theorem 1.2(b) [resp. (d)],
if θ′ = θ+ − θ− = 0 (resp. d= 0), the limiting process U is identically 0. So
these results are interesting only when θ′ 6= 0 (resp. d 6= 0), implying that Y
is dissymmetric, and otherwise the rate is not sharp.
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Remark 1.3. It would be possible, at the price of even more compli-
cated computations, to accomodate other forms for Hypothesis (H2-α): for
example, if θ+(β) and θ−(β) are of order β−α(log 1β )
γ as β → 0 for some
α ∈ (0,2) and γ ∈R. On the contrary, it seems rather difficult to express the
rates un directly in terms of the two functions θ+(β) and θ−(β).
Remark 1.4. In Theorem 1.2(b) we have convergence in probability,
so there ought to be an associated “central limit theorem.” This suggests
that we can improve the Euler scheme and simultaneously improve the rate,
which is, indeed, the case: assume that Hypothesis (H1-α) holds for α= 1.
Then replace the Euler scheme of (1.3) by a modified Euler scheme X ′n
constructed as follows:
X ′n0 = x0,
X ′ni/n =X
′n
(i−1)/n + f(X
′n
(i−1)/n)(Yi/n − Y(i−1)/n)(1.12)
− f(X ′n(i−1)/n)f ′(X ′n(i−1)/n)γn,
where
γn =
1
2n2
∫
{logn/n<|x|≤1}
xF (dx)
∫
{logn/(n|x|)<y≤1}
yF (dy).(1.13)
Denote by U ′n the associated error process, that is, U ′nt =X ′n|nt]/n −X[nt]/n.
Then one can show that the sequence (u′nU ′n) is tight with u′n = n/ logn. If
further Hypothesis (H2-α) holds with α= 1, then it is quite likely (although
we have not proved it) that this sequence even converges in law to a nontriv-
ial limiting process. The improvement in the rate, going from n/(logn)2 to
n/ logn, is, of course, negligible in practice [not to speak about the fact that
actually computing γn in (1.13) might be a difficult task], so these results
will not be proved below. Observe also that when further Hypothesis (H3)
holds, then γn above vanishes, so X
′n =Xn and we recover Theorem 1.1 in
Case 2b.
Remark 1.5. We will introduce below—and use in a crucial way—a con-
dition called (UT) [or sometimes (P-UT), for “predictably uniformly tight”]
on a sequence of processes. Then one easily deduces from the proof of The-
orem 1.1 that the sequence (unU
n) satisfies the (UT) property, in addition
to being tight.
Remark 1.6. Let us say a word about our assumption that f is C3: it
is fully used here for Case 1 only. For Cases 2 and 3 [statements (b)–(d) of
Theorem 1.2 it is enough that f be C2, and an application of Theorem 3.5
of Kurtz and Protter (1991a, b), plus some scaling property, would give that
the results hold as soon as f is C1, when Y is a symmetric stable process.
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Finally, let us mention that, for the sake of notational simplicity, we have
considered only the one-dimensional case, but everything goes through in
the multi-dimensional case as well, with exactly the same proofs.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present a number of
general tools connected with Euler approximations and limit theorem. More
specific tools are developped in Section 3, while the heart of the proof (a
long string of inequalities, extremely technical) is given in Section 4. The
proofs of the two preceding theorems are given in Section 5.
2. Some general tools. Throughout all the paper, we suppose that c= 0
and at least that Hypothesis (H1-α) holds for some α ∈ (0,2). Recall also
that f is C3 and (1.1) has a nonexploding solution.
2.1. A condition for convergence of Euler schemes. Let us write Y ′ =
f(X). We have
Unt =
[nt]∑
i=1
∫ i/n
(i−1)/n
(f(Xn(i−1)/n)− f(X(i−1)/n))dYs
−
[nt]∑
i=1
∫ i/n
(i−1)/n
(Y ′s−− Y ′(i−1)/n)dYs.
Recalling Y
n
t = Y[nt]/n and setting accordingly X
n
=X[nt]/n and
W nt =
[nt]∑
i=1
∫ i/n
(i−1)/n
(Y ′s−− Y ′(i−1)/n)dYs,(2.1)
we obtain
Unt =
∫ t
0
(f(X
n
s−+U
n
s−)− f(X ns−))dY ns −W nt .(2.2)
Observe that the sequence (Y
n
,X
n
) converges pointwise to (Y,X) for
the Skorohod topology. We can say more, and for this we recall the property
(UT) defined in Jakubowski, Me´min and Page`s (1989) [see also Jacod and
Shiryaev (2003), Chapter VI.6, where it is called (P-UT)]. Let Zn be a
sequence of semimartingale, with the canonical decompositions
Znt =A
n,a
t +M
n,a
t +
∑
s≤t
∆Zns 1{|∆Zns |>a},(2.3)
where a > 0 and An,a is a predictable process with locally bounded variation
and Mn,a is a (locally bounded) local martingale. Then we say that the
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sequence (Zn) satisfies (UT) if for any t <∞, the sequence of real-valued
random variables
Var(An,a)t + 〈Mn,a,Mn,a〉t +
∑
s≤t
|∆Zns |1{|∆Zns |>a}
is tight. This property does not depend on the choice of a ∈ (0,∞).
The following lemma applies, in particular, when Γn = Y
n
because then
Γn1 = Y1. Its setting is as follows: we have a triangular array of rowwise i.i.d.
d-dimensional random variables ζni , i= 1,2, . . . , and we set Γ
n
t =
∑[nt]
i=1 ζ
n
i .
Lemma 2.1. If Γn1 converges in law to a limit U , then there is a d-
dimensional Le´vy process Γ such that Γ1 = U ; this process is unique in law
and Γn converges in law to Γ ( for the Skorokhod topology). Further, the
sequence (Γn) has (UT ).
Proof. The first claims are all well known [see, e.g., Jacod and Shiryaev
(2003), Chapter VII.3.6], and only the last one needs proving. Since the (UT)
property holds for a multi-dimensional sequence iff it holds separately for
the sequence of each component, for the last claim we may assume w.l.o.g.
that the variables are one-dimensional. Let (b, c,F ) be the characteristics of
the Le´vy process Γ, and take a > 1 such that F ({x : |x|= a}) = F ({x : |x|=
−a}) = 0. Set bn =E(ζni 1{|ζni |≤a}) and cn =E((ζni )21{|ζni |≤a})− b2n and γn =
P (|ζni |> a), for all a ∈D we have, by virtue of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003),
nbn→ b+
∫
{1<|x|≤a}
xF (dx),
(2.4)
ncn→
∫
{|x|≤a}
x2F (dx), nγn→ F (x : |x|> a).
Writing (2.3) for Γn gives An,at = bn[nt] and 〈Mn,a,Mn,a〉t = cn[nt]. Set fur-
ther V n,at =
∑
s≤t |∆Γns |1{|∆Γns |>a} and V
′n,a
t =
∑
s≤t 1{|∆Γns |>a} and H
n
t =
sups≤t |Γns |. Then (2.4) yields that the sequences (An,at )n, (〈Mn,a,Mn,a〉t)n
and (V ′n,at )n are tight (for the later, note that E(V
′n,a
t )≤ [nt]γn), and the
convergence in law Γn → Γ yields the tightness of the sequence (Hnt )n for
all t. Since V n,at ≤Hnt V ′n,at , the result is obvious. 
Using (2.2) and Lemma 2.1 and the fact that (Y
n
,X
n
) converges to
(Y,X), as mentioned earlier, and following the proof of Theorem 3.2 of
Jacod and Protter (1998), which itself is based upon Kurtz and Protter
(1991b, 1996) [see also S lomin´ski (1989) and Me´min and S lomin´ski (1991)],
we readily obtain the following:
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Theorem 2.2. Let (un) be a sequence of reals increasing to +∞, such
that the sequence (Y
n
, unW
n) converges to a limit (Y,W ) in law, where W
is possibly defined on an extension of the original probability space (resp. in
probability, withW given on the original space). Then the sequence (Y
n
, unU
n)
converges in law (resp. in probability) to (Y,U), where U is the unique so-
lution U of the following equation:
Ut =
∫ t
0
f ′(Xs−)Us− dYs −Wt.(2.5)
Up to taking subsequences, we deduce the following:
Corollary 2.3. Let (un) be a sequence of reals increasing to +∞, such
that the sequence (Y
n
, unW
n) is tight. Then the sequence (unU
n) is also
tight.
2.2. Localization. In order to avoid a lot of technical problems, we will
“localize” it in the sense of the following proposition:
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that either Theorem 1.1 or 1.2 holds for
all Le´vy processes Y satisfying the relevant assumptions and having further
bounded jumps, and for all C3 functions f with compact support. Then these
theorems also hold for a Le´vy process Y with unbounded jumps and a C3
function f with noncompact support.
Proof. We start with a Le´vy process Y satisfying the assumptions of
one of our theorems and with a C3 function f . We call W the limit of unW
n
in case of Theorem 1.2.
For p ∈N⋆ we consider the new Le´vy process Y (p)t= Yt−
∑
s≤t∆Ys1{|∆Ys|>p},
and a C3 function fp with compact support, satisfying fp(x) = f(x) for
|x| ≤ p. Finally, we associate with Y (p) and fp the same terms with Y and
f , writing, in particular X(p), Y (p)n, U(p)n instead of X , Y
n
, Un.
Observe that Y (p) satisfies the same Hypotheses (H1-α) or (H2-α) or (H3)
or (H4) than Y , and the numbers θ+ and θ− in Hypothesis (H2-α) or d in
Theorem 1.2(d) are the same for Y and each Y (p). So our hypothesis yields
in case of Theorem 1.1 that for each p the sequence (unU(p)
n) is tight.
For Theorem 1.2 it yields that for each p the sequence (Y (p)n, unU(p)
n)
converges to (Y (p),U(p)), where U(p) satisfies (1.6) relative to some process
W (p): for (a) or (c) this process is given by (1.7) with V (p) = V independent
of p and with X(p); for (b) it is given by (1.9) with X(p); for (d) we have to
be more careful: for each q ∈ N⋆, we denote by (R(q)n)n≥1 an enumeration
of all jump times of Y with size in (q−1, q], and let (ξ(q)n)n,q≥1 be a double
sequence of i.i.d. variables uniform over [0,1] and independent of Y ; then
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W (p) can be taken to be the process defined by (1.11), where the summation
in the first term extends to all R(q)n and ξ(q)n for q ≤ p and X is replaced
by X(p); similarly, for W we can take W =W (∞), with the process X .
Set Sp = inf(t : |Xt| ≥ p or |∆Yt| > p). We have Y = Y (p), hence, X =
X(p) and Un = U(p)n and Y
n
= Y (p)n, on the interval [0, Sp); in case of
Theorem 1.2, we also have W = W (p), hence, U = U(p) as well, on the
interval [0, Sp).
Let us first consider the case of Theorem 1.1. For any ε > 0 and t > 0,
there is a p such that P (Sp ≤ t)≤ ε, and a compact set K in the Skorokhod
space D([0,∞),R) which depends on the sample path only up to time t and
such that P (unU(p)
n /∈K)≤ ε. Since U = U(p) on [0, Sp), we have {unUn /∈
K,Sp > t} = {unU(p)n /∈ K,Sp > t}, hence, P (unUn /∈ K) ≤ 2ε, and this
proves the tightness of the sequence (unU
n).
Let us next consider the case of Theorem 1.2. For any continuous bounded
function Φt on the Skorokhod space D([0,∞),R2) which depends on the
sample path only up to time t, we have
|E(Φt(Y n, unUn))−E(Φt(Y (p)n, unU(p)n))| ≤ 2‖Φt‖P (Sp ≤ t),
|E(Φt(Y,U))−E(Φt(Y (p),U(p)))| ≤ 2‖Φt‖P (Sp ≤ t).
Since P (Sp≤ t)→ 0 and since E(Φt((Y (p)n, unU(p)n))→E(Φt((Y (p),U(p))
for every t as p→∞, we get E(Φt((Y n, unUn))→E(Φt((Y (p),U(p)), hence,
the result for the convergence in law. For the convergence in measure in
Theorem 1.2(b), the proof is similar. 
2.3. Some limit theorems. In a rather natural way, the solution to our
problem goes through various limit theorem concerning sums of triangular
arrays of the form
Γnt =
[nt]∑
i=1
ζni ,(2.6)
where for each n we have Rd-valued random variables (ζnn )i≥1 such that each
ζni is Fi/n-measurable. Below we give various conditions (very far from being
optimal) insuring tightness or convergence of the sequence (Γn).
First we introduce a set of conditions, where ξn, ξ
′
n, ξ
′′
n,y denote arbitrary
finite constants:
E(|ζni ||F(i−1)/n)≤
ξn
n
,(2.7)
|E(ζni |F(i−1)/n)| ≤
ξn
n
,
(2.8)
E(|ζni |2|F(i−1)/n)≤
ξ′n
n
,
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|E(ζni 1{|ζni |≤1}|F(i−1)/n)| ≤
ξn
n
,
E(|ζni |21{|ζni |≤1}|F(i−1)/n)≤
ξ′n
n
,(2.9)
P (|ζni |> y|F(i−1)/n)≤
ξ′′n,y
n
∀ y > 1.
Note that (2.8) with ξ̂n and ξ̂
′
n implies (2.9) with ξn = ξ̂n + ξ̂
′
n and ξ
′
n = ξ̂
′
n
and ξ′′n,y = ξ̂′n/y2. Also, (2.7) with ξ̂n implies (2.9) with ξn = ξ′n = ξ̂n and
ξn,y = ξ̂n/y. Observe also that if (2.9) holds, then the last inequality is true
for y ∈ (0,1] as well, with ξ′′n,y = ξ′′n,1 + ξ′n/y2.
Part (a) below is well known, and part (b) follows from Theorem VI.5.10
of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003). By Γn
P→ 0, we mean that sups≤t |Γns | goes to
0 in probability for all t.
Lemma 2.5. (a) For Γn
P→ 0, it is enough that either (2.7) or (2.8) or (2.9)
hold with
lim
n
ξn = 0, lim
n
ξ′n = 0, limn ξ
′′
n,y = 0 ∀ y > 1.(2.10)
(b) For the sequence (Γn) to be tight for the Skorokhod topology, it is
enough that the sequence of each of the d components of ζni satisfies either
(2.7) or (2.8) or (2.9) with
lim sup
n
ξn <∞, lim sup
n
ξ′n <∞,
(2.11)
lim sup
n
ξ′′n,y <∞, lim
y↑∞
lim sup
n
ξ′′n,y = 0.
The conditions in Lemma 2.5 can be substituted with conditions on the
following conditional characteristic functions:
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that one can find constants ξ′′′n,v such that
sup
u : |u|≤v
|1−E(eiu.ζni |F(i−1)/n)| ≤
ξ′′′n,v
n
,(2.12)
then (2.9) holds with ξn = ξ
′
n =Cξ
′′′
n,1 and ξ
′′
n,y =Cξ
′′′
n,1/y.
Proof. It is enough to consider the one-dimensional case d = 1. We
use known facts about characteristic functions, which readily pass to “con-
ditional” characteristic functions. We have [see, e.g., (2) in the proof of
Lemma VII.2.16 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003)]
E(|wζni |2 ∧ 1|F(i−1)/n)≤C
∫
{|u|≤w}
|1−E(eiu.ζni |F(i−1)/n)|du≤
C
n
ξ′′′n,w.
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This readily gives (2.9) with ξ′n =Cξ′′′n,1 and ξ′′n,y =Cξ′′′n,1/y. We also have the
estimate |x1{|x|≤1} − sinx| ≤ x2 ∧ 1, hence,
|E(ζni 1{|ζni |≤1}|F(i−1)/n)| ≤ |1−E(e
iζni |F(i−1)/n)|+E(|ζni |2 ∧ 1|F(i−1)/n),
and (2.9) holds with ξn =Cξ
′′′
n,1. 
Lemma 2.7. In the previous setting, suppose that we have (2.9) with ξ̂n,
ξ̂′n and ξ̂′′n,y and Ĉy , and assume that ξ̂n/n→ 0. Then the variables ζ ′ni =
ζni −E(ζni 1{ζni |≤1}|F(i−1)/n) satisfy (2.9) with, for all n large enough,
ξn = 6 ξ̂
′′
n,1/2, ξ
′
n = 4 ξ̂
′
n + 8 ξ̂
′′
n,1 +
4ξ̂ 2n
n
, ξ′′n,y = ξ̂
′′
n,y−1/2.(2.13)
Proof. Set ani = E(ζ
n
i 1{|ζni |≤1}F(i−1)/n). We have |ani | ≤ ξ̂n/n, so εn =
supi |ani | → 0 and, up to taking n large enough, we can assume that εn ≤ 1/2.
Then
y > 1 =⇒ {|ζ ′ni |> y} ⊂ {|ζni |> (y − 1/2)},
(ζ ′ni )
2
1{|ζ′ni |≤1} ≤ 4((ζ
n
i )
2
1{|ζni |≤1} + ε
2
n + 21{|ζ′ni |>1}),
|ζ ′ni 1{|ζ′ni |≤1} − (ζ
n
i 1{|ζni |≤1} − a
n
i )| ≤ 3(1{|ζ′ni |>1} + 1{|ζni |>1}).
The result is then obvious. 
Finally, we will often encounter the following situation, in connection with
our basic process Y : we have a pair (Zn,Γn) of (possibly multi-dimensional)
processes of the form
Znt =
[nt]∑
i=1
ηni , Γ
n
t =
[nt]∑
i=1
ζni .(2.14)
Further, we have
ζni = g(X(i−1)/n)ζ
′n
i ,(2.15)
and for each n the sequence (ηni , ζ
′n
i ), i = 1,2, . . . , is i.i.d. We set Γ
′n
t =∑[nt]
i=1 ζ
′n
i .
Assume also that Zn converges in probability (for the Skorokhod topol-
ogy) to a limit Z of the form Zt = Yt + at for some constant a. Then, com-
bining Lemma 2.1 with a fundamental property of convergent sequences of
processes having (UT), we get the following:
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Lemma 2.8. In the previous setting, suppose that the pair (Zn1 ,Γ
′n
1 ) of
random variables converges in law to (Z1, γ
′) with γ′ a random variable in-
dependent of Z1, and that g is a continuous function. Then there is a Le´vy
process Γ′, independent of Y and unique in law, such that the processes
(Zn,Γn,Γ′n) converge in law to (Z,Γ,Γ′), where Γt =
∫ t
0 g(Xs−)dΓ
′
s. If fur-
ther γ′ is a constant, then we get Γt =
∫ t
0 g(Xs−)γ
′ ds, and the convergence
of (Zn,Γn,Γ′n) takes place in probability.
Proof. Lemma 2.1 yields the convergence in law of (Zn,Γ′n) to some
Le´vy process (Z ′,Γ′) which is unique in law, and the independence of the
variables Z1 and γ
′ implies the independence of the processes Z and Γ′.
Further, since Z ′1 = Z1 in distribution, then the laws of Z and Z ′ are the
same: so we can realize (Z ′,Γ′) with a first component Z ′ equal to the original
process Z. And if further γ′ is a constant, then obviously Γ′t = γ′t and the
convergence of (Zn,Γ′n) to (Z,Γ′) holds in probability.
Finally, Lemma 2.1 also yields the (UT) property for (Γ′n), and a funda-
mental property of (UT) [Theorem VI.6.22 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003)]
gives the claim.

3. Some preliminaries. As seen in Proposition 2.4, we can and will as-
sume that f is C3 with compact support, and that |∆Y | ≤ p identically for
some integer p≥ 1, which amounts to saying that θ(p) = 0.
3.1. About the Le´vy measure. The following quantities, where β > 0, will
be of interest:
c(β) =
∫
{|x|≤β}
|x|2F (dx),
d+(β) =
∫
{x>β}
|x|F (dx), d−(β) =
∫
{x<−β}
|x|F (dx),
ρ+(β) =
∫
{x>β}
|x|αF (dx), ρ−(β) =
∫
{x<−β}
|x|αF (dx),
(3.1)
δ(β) = d+(β) + d−(β), ρ(β) = ρ+(β) + ρ−(β),
d′(β) = d+(β)− d−(β), b′ = b+
∫
{|x|>1}
xF (dx),
d(β) = b′ − d′(β).
Note that d(β) = b− ∫{β<|x|≤1} xF (dx) if β < 1. We will now give some
estimates on these quantities. First, observe that, for all 0≤ a < b≤ 1 and
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γ > 0, we have∫
{a<x≤b}
|x|γF (dx) = γ
∫ b
0
yγ−1(θ+(y ∨ a)− θ+(b))dy,(3.2)
and a similar relation on the negative side. Introduce also the notation
s(β) =

1, if α < 1,
log
(
1
β
)
, if α= 1,
1
βα−1
, if α > 1.
Then, since θ(p) = 0, we readily deduce that under Hypothesis (H1-α) we
have
c(β)≤Cβ2−α, ρ(β)≤C log
(
1
β
)
,
∫
{|x|>β}
|x|α/2F (dx)≤ C
βα/2
,
(3.3)
δ(β) + |d(β)|+ d+(β) + d−(β) + |d′(β)| ≤Cs(β).
Further, if α < 1, then d+(β), d−(β) and d(β) converge as β→ 0 to some
finite limits d+, d− and d, and d is as in Theorem 1.2(d).
Under Hypothesis (H3) we also have
d′(β) = 0, |d(β)| ≤C,(3.4)
while under Hypotheses (H3) and (H4) we even have b= b′ = d(β) = 0.
Next suppose that Hypothesis (H2-α) holds. Taking advantage of (3.2),
we obtain the following equivalences or convergences as β→ 0:
c(β) ∼ αθ
2− αβ
2−α,
ρ+(β)
log(1/β)
→ αθ+, ρ−(β)
log(1/β)
→ αθ−,
d+(β)→ d+, d−(β)→ d− if α< 1,(3.5)
d+(β)
log(1/β)
→ θ+, d−(β)
log(1/β)
→ θ− if α= 1,
βα−1d+(β)→ αθ+
α− 1 , β
α−1 d−(β)→ αθ−
α− 1 if α> 1.
We will also need an estimate of the integral of x logx w.r.t. F when
α= 1. For this we first observe that, analogously to (3.2),∫
{a<x≤b}
(x logx)F (dx) =
∫ b
0
(1 + log y)(θ+(y ∨ a)− θ+(b))dy,
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and a similar relation on the negative side. We then deduce that for every
a > 0 and as β→ 0,
Hypothesis (H2-1)⇒

1
(log(1/β))2
∫ a
β
(x logx)F (dx)→−θ+
2
,
1
(log(1/β))2
∫ −β
−a
(|x| log |x|)F (dx)→−θ−
2
.
(3.6)
3.2. About the Le´vy process. Now we split the processes Y and Y ′ =
f(X). We first recall that if µ is the jump measure of Y and ν(ds, dx) =
ds ⊗ F (dx) is its predictable compensator, for each β > 0, we can write
[recalling that c= 0; we denote by U ∗ (µ−ν) the stochastic integral process
of the predictable function U on Ω×R+ ×R w.r.t. µ− ν]
Y =Aβ +Mβ +Nβ where
(3.7)
Aβt = d(β)t, M
β = x1{|x|≤β} ∗ (µ− ν), Nβ = x1{|x|>β} ∗ µ.
ThenMβ is a square-integrable martingale with predictable bracket 〈Mβ,Mβ〉t =
c(β)t. Since |∆Y | ≤ p, we have Np = 0 and Y =Ap +Mp and Apt = b′t. We
also have A1t = bt.
Next, we set g = ff ′, which is a C2 function with compact support. We
have the decomposition
G(x, y) := f(x+ yf(x))− f(x) = yg(x) + y2k(x, y),(3.8)
with k a C1 function which vanishes outside K×R for some compact subset
K of R.
Now we turn to the decomposition of the semimartingale Y ′ = f(X). We
introduce the notation
bβt = g(Xt−)d(β) +
∫
{|x|≤β}
F (dx)x2k(Xt−, x).
Then Itoˆ’s formula yields
Y ′ = Y ′0 +A
′β +M ′β +N ′β,
where
A′βt =
∫ t
0
bβs ds,
M ′β =G(X−, x)1{|x|≤β} ∗ (µ− ν),
N ′β =G(X−, x)1{|x|>β} ∗ µ.
Observe that
|bβt | ≤C(|d(β)|) + c(β)(3.9)
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and
〈M ′β,M ′β〉t =
∫ t
0
c′β,s ds where c
′
β,t ≤Cc(β).(3.10)
We also set
Y β =Aβ +Mβ , Y ′β =A′β +M ′β.(3.11)
3.3. A decomposition for W n. 1. The rates un have been described in
Section 1 to the case we are in. We will also choose a sequence βn going to
0 in such a way that
λn =
θ(βn)
n
→ 0.(3.12)
We write cn = c(βn), dn = d(βn), d
′
n = d
′(βn), ρn = ρ(βn) and δn = δ(βn).
The precise choice of βn is as follows (we repeat also the definition of un for
easier reading):
Case 1. un = (
n
logn)
1/α and βn =
logn
n1/(2α)
.
Case 2a. un =
n
(logn)2 and βn =
logn
n .
Case 2b. un =
n
logn and βn =
logn
n .
Case 3a. un = n and βn =
(logn)2
n .
Case 3b. un = (
n
logn)
1/α and βn = (
logn
n )
1/α.
Taking advantage of the estimates of (3.3) we get the following:
Case 1. cn ≤C (logn)
2−α
n(2−α)/(2α)
, |dn|+ δn ≤C n
α−1/(2α)
(logn)α−1
,
λn ≤C 1
n1/2(logn)α
Case 2a. cn ≤C logn
n
, |dn|+ δn ≤C logn, λn ≤ C
logn
,
Case 2b. cn ≤C logn
n
, |dn| ≤C, δn ≤C logn, λn ≤ C
logn
,
Case 3a. cn ≤C (logn)
4−2α
n2−α
, |dn|+ δn ≤C,
λn ≤ C
n1−α(logn)2α
,
Case 3b. cn ≤C
(
logn
n
)(2−α)/α
, dn = 0, δn ≤C, λn ≤ C
logn
.
(3.13)
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If, further, Hypothesis (H2-α) holds, we get (since dn = b
′−d′n) the following:
Case 1. cn ∼ αθ
2− α
(logn)2−α
n(2−α)/(2α)
,
dn(logn)
α−1
n(α−1)/(2α)
→− αθ
′
α− 1 ,
λn ∼ θ 1
n1/2(logn)α
,
Case 2a. cn ∼ θ logn
n
,
dn
logn
→−θ′, λn ∼ θ
logn
,
Case 3a. cn ∼ αθ
2− α
(logn)4−2α
n2−α
, dn→ d,
λn ∼ θ
n1−α(logn)2α
,
Case 2b, 3b. λn ∼ θ
logn
.
(3.14)
2. By virtue of Theorem 2.2 we have to prove the convergence of the
processes (Y
n
, unW
n). Both Y
n
t and unW
n
t are the sums for i between 1 and
[nt] of i.i.d. variables, say yni = Yi/n − Y(i−1)/n and wni , each one depending
only on the increments of Y over the interval I(n, i) = ( i−1n ,
i
n ], and for w
n
i
on the “truncation” at level βn.
Each of these variables, yni and w
n
i , will in turn be decomposed into small
bits which are handled separately, and which we call ζni (j) for j between 1
and 14! This is done in such a way that if
Γn(j)t =
[nt]∑
i=1
ζni (j),
then
Y
n
=Γn(13) + Γn(14), unW
n =
12∑
j=1
Γn(j).(3.15)
In order to do this, we introduce a number of notations. First, denote by
X ′n,i the unique solution over ( i−1n ,∞) of the equation dX ′n,i = f(X ′n,i− )dY βn
starting at X(i−1)/n at time i−1n . Then we set
Y n,it = Y
βn
t − Y βn(i−1)/n, Y ′n,it = Y ′βnt − Y ′βn(i−1)/n
Mn,it =M
βn
t −Mβn(i−1)/n, An,it =Aβnt −Aβn(i−1)/n = dn
(
t− i− 1
n
)
for t≥ i− 1
n
,
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Ŷ ni = sup
s∈I(n,i)
|Y n,is |, M̂ni = sup
s∈I(n,i)
|Mn,is |, Âni = sup
s∈I(n,i)
|An,is |,
X˜ni = sup
s∈I(n,i)
|Xs −X(i−1)/n|, X˜ ′ni = sup
s∈I(n,i)
|X ′n,is −X ′n,i(i−1)/n|.
Standard arguments, using (3.9) and (3.10) and also the boundedness of
f for X˜ni and X˜
′n
i , yield
E((M̂ni )
2|F(i−1)/n)≤C
cn
n
,
E((Âni )
2|F(i−1)/n)≤C
c2n + d
2
n
n
,
E((Ŷ ni )
2|F(i−1)/n)≤C
(
cn
n
+
d2n
n2
)
,(3.16)
E((X˜ni )
2|F(i−1)/n)≤
C
n
,
E((X˜ ′ni )
2|F(i−1)/n)≤C
(
cn
n
+
d2n
n2
)
.
Let denote by T (n, i)p for p = 1,2, . . . , the successive jump times of Y ,
after i−1n and of size bigger than or equal to βn. Let also K(n, i) be the
(random) integer such that T (n, i)K(n,i) ≤ in < T (n, i)K(n,i)+1. Then we set
for t≥ (i− 1)/n,
V n,it =G(X(i−1)/n, x)1{|x|>βn}1((i−1)/n,∞)(s) ⋆ µT (n,i)1∧t,
V ′n,it =N
′βn
t −N ′βn(i−1)/n.
Now, we can introduce the variables ζni (j) occuring in (3.15):
ζni (1) = un
∫
I(n,i)
(Y ′n,is− − g(X(i−1)/n)Y n,is− )dYs,
ζni (2) = ung(X(i−1)/n)
(∫
I(n,i)
Y n,is− dM
βn
s +
∫
I(n,i)
Mn,is− dA
βn
s
)
,
ζni (3) = un
∫
I(n,i)
(V ′n,is− − V n,is− )dY βns ,
ζni (4) = un
∫
[T (n,i)3,i/n]
V ′n,is− dN
βn
s 1{K(n,i)≥3},
ζni (5) = un(g(XT (n,i)1−)− g(X(i−1)/n))∆YT (n,i)1∆YT (n,i)21{K(n,i)≥2},
ζni (6) = unk(XT (n,i)1−,∆YT (n,i)1)∆Y
2
T (n,i)1
∆YT (n,i)21{K(n,i)≥2},
ζni (7) = ung(X(i−1)/n)
(∫
I(n,i)
Y n,is− dN
βn
s −∆YT (n,i)1Y n,iT (n,i)11{K(n,i)≥1}
)
,
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ζni (8) = unk(X(i−1)/n,∆YT (n,i)1)(∆YT (n,i)1)
2(Mn,ii/n −Mn,iT (n,i)1),
ζni (9) = ung(X(i−1)/n)∆YT (n,i)1M
n,i
i/n1{K(n,i)≥1},
ζni (10) = ung(X(i−1)/n)
∫
I(n,i)
(An,is−+∆YT (n,i)11{K(n,i)≥1})dA
βn
s ,
ζni (11) = ung(X(i−1)/n)∆YT (n,i)1∆YT (n,i)21{K(n,i)≥2},
ζni (12) = unk(X(i−1)/n,∆YT (n,i)1)(∆YT (n,i)1)
2 dn
(
i
n
− T (n, i)1
)
1{K(n,i)≥1},
ζni (13) =M
n,i
i/n +
∑
j≥2
∆YT (n,i)j1{K(n,i)≥j},
ζni (14) =
dn
n
+∆YT (n,i)11{K(n,i)≥1}.
Then we deduce from (3.7) and from (2.1) (after some tedious calculations)
that (3.15) holds.
Finally, the following property will be used over and over again:
Conditionally on F(i−1)/n the variables (∆YT (n,i)j )j≥1,K(n, i), Y n,i
are independent; each YT (n,i) has the law
1
θ(βn)
F (dx)1{|x|>βn};
K(n, i) has a Poisson law with parameter λn.
(3.17)
4. The key lemma. This section is devoted to proving the next lemma:
Lemma 4.1. Assume that we are in one of the Cases 1, 2a, 2b, 3a or
3b.
(a) We have Γn(j)
P→ 0 if j = 1, . . . ,8, and also
• for j = 9 in Cases 2a, 2b, 3a and 3b;
• for j = 10 in Cases 1, 2b and 3b;
• for j = 11 in Cases 1 and 3a;
• for j = 12 in Cases 1, 2a, 2b and 3b;
• for j = 13 in Cases 1, 2b, 3a and 3b.
(b) In the remaining cases, and for j = 9 (resp. j = 10, resp. j = 11,
resp. j = 12, resp. j = 13, resp. j = 14), the sequences (ζni (j)) satisfy (2.9)
[resp. (2.8), resp. (2.9), resp. (2.7), resp. (2.8), resp. (2.8)], with (2.11).
We will proceed through a large number of (very technical) steps.
4.1. Step 1: auxiliary results. Let us first derive some easy consequences
of Cauchy–Schwarz and Doob inequalities. We consider a locally square-
integrable martingale N such that 〈N,N〉t =
∫ t
0 cs ds, where c is a bounded
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process, and a constant γ, and also a bounded predictable process H , and
fix n and i, and set for t > i−1n ,
Zt =
∫ t
(i−1)/n
Hs(γ ds+ dNs).
Lemma 4.2. In the above setting, we have for t > i−1n ,
E(Zt|F(i−1)/n) = γ
∫ t
(i−1)/n
E(Hs|F(i−1)/n)ds,(4.1)
E
(
sup
t∈I(n,i)
Z2t |F(i−1)/n
)
≤ 2γ
2
n2
E
(
sup
t∈I(n,i)
H2t
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)
(4.2)
+
8
n
E
(
sup
t∈I(n,i)
H2t ct
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n).
Next we consider integrals w.r.t. the random measure µ. Let W be a
predictable function on Ω×R+ ×R, which is bounded on Ω×R+ × [−p, p]
(recall that p is such that F charges only [−p, p]), and such that the process
Hs =
∫
R
|W (s,x)|F (dx)
is also bounded. We fix again n and i, and set for t > i−1n ,
Zt =
∫ t
(i−1)/n
∫
R
W (s,x)µ(ds, dx).
Lemma 4.3. In the above setting, we have for t > i−1n ,
E(Zt|F(i−1)/n) =
∫ t
(i−1)/n
dsE
(∫
R
W (s,x)F (dx)
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n),(4.3)
E
(
sup
t∈I(n,i)
Z2t
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)≤ 2n2E
(
sup
t∈I(n,i)
(∫
R
W (t, x)F (dx)
)2∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)
(4.4)
+
8
n
E
(
sup
t∈I(n,i)
∫
R
W (t, x)2F (dx)
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n).
Proof. We can write Z = Z ′ +Z ′′, where
Z ′t =
∫ t
(i−1)/n
∫
R
W (s,x)ν(ds, dx), Z ′′t = Zt −Z ′t.
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Since ν(ds, dx) = ds⊗ F (dx) is the predictable compensator of µ, we have
E(Zt|F(i−1)/n) =E(Z ′t|F(i−1)/n), and (4.3) readily follows. We also get
E
(
sup
t∈I(n,i)
Z ′2t
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)≤ 1n2E
(
sup
t∈I(n,i)
(∫
R
W (t, x)F (dx)
)2∣∣∣F(i−1)/n).
On the other hand, Z ′′ is a square-integrable martingale with bracket 〈Z ′′,Z ′′〉t =∫ t
(i−1)/n ds
∫
R
W (s,x)2F (dx) and, thus,
E
(
sup
t∈I(n,i)
Z ′′2t
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)≤ 4∫ i/n
(i−1)/n
dsE
(∫
R
W (t, x)2F (dx)
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n).
Then (4.4) readily follows. 
In the next auxiliary result, we fix n and i and write for simplicity Tj =
T (n, i)j and K =K(n, i). For some r≥ 2, let also Hr be a random variables
satisfying
Hr, K and ∆YTr are independent conditionally on F(i−1)/n,
(4.5)
|Hr| ≤C0
r−1∑
j=1
|∆YTj |.
Recall the notation (3.12) for λn. We also set vn(r) = e
−λn λrn
r! and H
′
r =
Hr∆YTr . The lemma below does not require any particular choice for the
sequence βn.
Lemma 4.4. Under Hypothesis (H1-α) with α ∈ (0,2) and (4.5), for all
r′ ≥ r≥ 2 and y > 0, we have the following estimates, where the constant C
below depends on C0 in (4.5):
P (|unH ′r|> y,K = r′|F(i−1)/n)≤C
r1+αuαnvn(r
′)
yαθ(βn)2
log
(
1
βn
)
,(4.6)
E(|unHr|α1{K=r′}|F(i−1)/n)≤Cr2
uαnvn(r
′)
θ(βn)
log
(
1
βn
)
,(4.7)
E(|unH ′r|21{|unH′r|≤y,K=r′}|F(i−1)/n)≤Cr2y2−α
uαnvn(r
′)
θ(βn)2
log
(
1
βn
)
,(4.8)
E(|unH ′r|1{K=r′}|F(i−1)/n)≤Cr
unvn(r
′)
θ(βn)2
δ2n,(4.9)
α > 1 =⇒ E(|unH ′r|1{|unH′r |>y,K=r′}|F(i−1)/n)
(4.10)
≤C r
2uαnvn(r
′)
yα−1θ(βn)2
log
(
1
βn
)
,
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α < 1 =⇒ E(|unH ′r|1{|unH′r |≤y,K=r′}|F(i−1)/n)
(4.11)
≤C r
2uαnvn(r
′)
yα−1θ(βn)2
(
log
(
1
βn
))2
.
Proof. Recalling (3.17) and (4.5), we see that the left-hand side of (4.6)
is smaller than
≤ vn(r′)P
(
|∆YTr |>
y
unC0
∑r−1
j=1 |∆YTj |
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)
=
vn(r
′)
θ(βn)
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)P
(
r−1∑
j=1
|∆YTj |>
y
unC0|x|
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n
)
≤ rvn(r
′)
θ(βn)
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)P
(
|∆YT1 |>
y
(r− 1)unC0|x|
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)
≤ rvn(r
′)
θ(βn)2
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)E
(∫
F (dz)1{|z|>y/(r−1)unC0|x|}
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)
≤C r
1+αuαnvn(r
′)
θ(βn)2yα
ρn ≤C r
1+αuαnvn(r
′)
yαθ(βn)2
log
(
1
βn
)
,
where we have used Hypothesis (H1-α) and (3.3). Hence, (4.6) holds.
Second,
E(|Hr|α1{K=r′}|F(i−1)/n)≤ Cvn(r′)(r− 1)α∨1E(|∆YT1 |α|F(i−1)/n)
≤ r2 vn(r
′)
θ(βn)
ρn,
and (4.7) follows from (3.3).
Third, by (3.3) the left-hand side of (4.8) is
= E((unHr)
2|∆YTr |21{|∆YTr |≤y/|unHr|}1{K=r′}|F(i−1)/n)
=
1
θ(βn)
E
(
(unHr)
2c
(
y
|unHr|
)
1{K=r′}
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)
≤ C y
2−α
θ(βn)
E(|unHr|α1{K=r′}|F(i−1)/n),
and (4.8) follows from (4.7).
Next the left-hand side of (4.9) is smaller than Cun(r−1)vn(r′)(E(|∆YT1 |))2.
But E(|∆YT1 |) = δnθ(βn) , hence, (4.9).
Next, suppose that α > 1. The left-hand side of (4.10) is
=E(|unHr||∆YTr |1{|∆YTr |>y/|unHr |}1{K=r′}|F(i−1)/n)
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≤ 1
θ(βn)
E
(
|unHr|δ
(
y
|unHr|
)
1{K=r′}
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)
≤ C
yα−1θ(βn)
E(|unHr|α1{K=r′}|F(i−1)/n)
[use (3.3)], and (4.10) follows from (4.7).
Finally, suppose that α< 1. The left-hand side of (4.11) is
=E(|unHr||∆YTr |1{|∆YTr |≤y/|unHr |}1{K=r′}|F(i−1)/n)
≤E
(
|unHr||∆YTr |α
y1−α
|unHr|1−α1{K=r′}
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)
≤ Cρny
1−α
θ(βn)
E(|unHr|α1{K=r′}|F(i−1)/n)
and (4.11) follows from (3.3) and (4.7). 
Now we proceed to proving Lemma 4.1, going step by step.
4.2. Step 2: j = 1,2,3. First, from (3.8) and (3.11) we see that for t >
i−1
n ,
Y ′n,it − g(X(i−1)/n)Y n,it
=
∫ t
(i−1)/n
Hs(dn ds+ dM
βn
s ) +
∫ t
(i−1)/n
∫
R
W (s,x)µ(ds, dx),
where Ht = g(Xt−)− g(X(i−1)/n) and W (t, x) = x2k(Xt−, x)1{|x|≤βn} (with
n and i fixed). Then since g is bounded with a bounded derivative and k is
bounded over R× [−p, p], we deduce from (4.2) (with N =Mβn) and (4.4),
together with (3.16) and the fact that |Ht| ≤CX˜ni for t ∈ I(n, i), that
E
(
sup
s∈I(n,i)
(Y ′n,is − g(X(i−1)/n)Y n,is )2
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)≤Cαn
where αn =
cnβ
2
n
n
+
cn
n2
+
d2n
n3
.
Now we have Y =Mp+Ap and Apt = b
′t: we can apply once more Lemma 4.2
(with N =Mp) to get (2.8) for ζni (1) with ξn =Cun
√
αn and ξ
′
n =Cξ
2
n. Since
ξn→ 0 by (3.13), we obtain the result for j = 1 from Lemma 2.5.
By (3.16) and Lemma 4.2 again, we have (2.8) for ζni (2) with ξn = 0 and
ξ′n =Cu2ncn(
cn
n +
d2n
n2 ), which goes to 0 by (3.13): hence, the result for j = 2.
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Next we have V ′n,i− V n,i = Un,i ⋆ µ [use (3.8)], where
Un,i(s,x) = (g(Xs−)1{s>T (n,i)1}
+ (g(Xs−)− g(X(i−1)/n))1{(i−1)/n<s≤T (n,i)1})x1{|x|>βn}
+ (k(Xs−, x)1{s>T (n,i)1}
+ (k(Xs−, x)− k(X(i−1)/n, x))1{(i−1)/n<s≤T (n,i)1})x21{|x|>βn}.
The fact that f is C3 with compact support implies that |g(x)− g(x′)| ≤Cu
and |k(x, y)− k(x′, y)| ≤ Cu whenever |x− x′| ≤ u and y ∈ [−p, p]. Then if
t ∈ I(n, i), we have∣∣∣∣ ∫
R
Un,i(t, x)F (dx)
∣∣∣∣ ≤C(|d′n|+ 1)(1{K(n,i)≥1} + X˜ni ),∫
R
Un,i(t, x)2F (dx)≤C(1{K(n,i)≥1} + (X˜ni )2).
Then it follows from (3.16), (3.17) and from Lemma 4.3 that
sup
s∈I(n,i)
|E(V ′n,is − V n,is |F(i−1)/n)| ≤ Cα′n
where α′n =
1
n
(1 + |dn|)
(
λn +
1√
n
)
,
E
(
sup
s∈I(n,i)
|V ′n,is − V n,is |2
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)≤ Cα′′n
where α′′n =
1
n
(
1 +
d2n
n
)(
λn +
1
n
)
.
Recall that Y βn =Mβn +Aβn and Aβnt = dnt, so the above estimates and
an application of Lemma 4.2 (with N =Mβn) allow us to deduce that ζni (3)
satisfies (2.8) with ξn = Cun|dn|α′n and ξ′n = Cu2nα′′n(cn + d2n/n). By (3.13)
these go to 0, hence, the result for j = 3.
4.3. Step 3: j = 4. In order to study ζni (4) we apply Lemma 4.4: we use
the notation Tj and K of Step 1 and we set Hr =∆Y
′
T1
+ · · ·+∆Y ′Tr−1 and
H ′r =Hr∆YTr and H ′′k = un
∑k
r=3H
′
r (an empty sum being set to 0). The
key observation is then that
ζni (4) =H
′′
K1{K≥3}.
Observe that each Hr satisfies (4.5), and recall (3.17). We will also use
the easily proven fact that for any a, a′ > 0 and r ∈ N, there is a constant
Ca,a′,r such that (recall that λn→ 0)
0<λn ≤ 1
a
=⇒
∞∑
k=r
vn(k)a
kka
′ ≤Ca,a′,rλrn.(4.12)
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In view of (4.6), we get for y > 0 and k′ ≥ k ≥ 3,
P (|H ′′k |> y,K = k′|F(i−1)/n)≤
k∑
r=3
P
(
|unH ′r|>
y
k− 2 ,K = k
′
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)
(4.13)
≤ Ck
2+2αuαnvn(k
′)
yαθ(βn)2
log
(
1
βn
)
.
Therefore, since λn = θ(βn)/n, we deduce from (4.12) and (4.13),
P (|ζni (4)|> y|F(i−1)/n) =
∞∑
k=3
P (|H ′′k |> y,K = k|F(i−1)/n)
(4.14)
≤ Cu
α
n
n2yα
log
(
1
βn
)
λn.
Next, a simple computation shows that for k ≥ 3,
H ′′2k 1{|H′′k |≤1} ≤
k−1∑
r=3
2k−r1{|H′′r |>1} +
k∑
r=3
2k+1−r(unH ′r)
2
1{|unH′r|≤2}.
Hence, we obtain, by virtue of (4.8) and (4.13),
E(H ′′2k 1{|H′′k |≤1,K=k}|F(i−1)/n)≤C2
kk2α+3
uαnvn(k)
θ(βn)2
log
(
1
βn
)
,
and by (4.12),
E(ζni (4)
2
1{|ζni (4)|≤1}|F(i−1)/n) =
∞∑
k=3
E(|H ′′k |21{|H′′k |≤1,K=k}|F(i−1)/n)
(4.15)
≤ Cu
α
n
n2
log
(
1
βn
)
λn.
Next, for r ≥ 2, we have H ′′r 1{|H′′r |≤y|} =
∑4
j=1µ
j
r(y), where
µ1r(y) =H
′′
r−11{|H′′r−1|≤y/2}, µ
2
r(y) =−H ′′r−11{|H′′r−1|≤y/2,|H′′r |>y},
µ3r(y) =H
′′
r 1{|H′′r |≤y,|H′′r−1|>y/2}, µ
4
r(y) = unH
′
r1{|H′′r−1|≤y/2,|H′′r |≤y}.
Inequality (4.13) yields, for k ≥ r,
E(|µ2r(y) + µ3r(y)|1{K=k}|F(i−1)/n)≤Cr2+2α
uαnvn(k)
θ(βn)2
y1−α log
(
1
βn
)
.
(4.16)
Set also
νn =

(
log
(
1
βn
))2
, if α≤ 1,
u1−αn δ
2
n, if α > 1.
(4.17)
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Note that |µ4r(y)| ≤ |unH ′r|1{|unH′r |≤3y/2}, so (4.9) when α ≥ 1 and (4.11)
when α< 1 yield
k ≥ r =⇒ |E(µ4r(y)1{K=k}|F(i−1)/n)| ≤Cr2
uαnνnvn(k)
θ(βn)2
(1 + y1−α).(4.18)
Putting (4.16) and (4.18) together, and setting ξr,k(y) = |E(H ′′r 1{|H′′r |≤y,K=k}|F(i−1)/n)|, we get for 3≤ r ≤ k,
ξr,k(y)≤ ξr−1,k
(
y
2
)
+Cr2+2α(1 + y1−α)
uαnvn(k)
θ(βn)2
(
νn + log
(
1
βn
))
.
Recalling that H ′′2 = 0, hence, ξ2,k(y) = 0, an induction gives
ξr,k(1)≤Cr3+2α2r(α−1)+ u
α
nvn(k)
θ(βn)2
(
νn + log
(
1
βn
))
and, thus, we obtain by (4.12),
|E(H ′′K1{|H′′K |≤1,K≥3}|F(i−1)/n)| ≤
∞∑
k=3
ξk,k(1)
≤ Cu
α
n
n2
(
νn + log
(
1
βn
))
λn,
(4.19)
|E(H ′′K1{|H′′K |≤1,K≥4}|F(i−1)/n)| ≤
∞∑
k=4
ξk,k(1)
≤ Cu
α
n
n2
(
νn + log
(
1
βn
))
λ2n.
In Cases 2b and 3b, the symmetry property of ∆YT3 and (3.17) and the fact
that H ′′3 = unH3∆YT3 yield that E(H ′′31{|H′′3 |≤1,K=3}|F(i−1)/n) = 0; therefore,
the above two inequalities yield, with λ′n = λn in Cases 2b and 3b and λ′n = 1
otherwise,
|E(ζni (4)1{|ζni (4)|≤1}|F(i−1)/n)| ≤C
uαn
n2
(
νn + log
(
1
βn
))
λnλ
′
n.(4.20)
Then we put together (4.14), (4.15) and (4.20): we see that ζni (4) satisfies
(2.9) with
ξn =
Cuαn
n
(
νn + log
(
1
βn
))
λnλ
′
n,
ξ′n =
Cuαn
n
log
(
1
βn
)
λn, ξ
′′
n,y =
Cuαn
nyα
log
(
1
βn
)
λn.
Using (3.13), we see that the above quantities go to 0 as n→∞, hence, the
result for j = 4.
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4.4. Step 4: j = 5. Observe that |ζni (5)| ≤ CunX˜ ′ni |∆YT (n,i)1∆YT (n,i)2 |
1{K(n,i)≥2}. Then by (3.16) and (3.17),
E(|ζni (5)||F(i−1)/n)≤Cun
P (K(n, i)≥ 2|F(i−1)/n)
θ(βn)2
(
cn
n
+
d2n
n2
)1/2
δ2n
≤ C
n
un(cn/n+ d
2
n/n
2)1/2δ2n
n
,
E(ζni (5)
2|F(i−1)/n)≤Cu2n
P (K(n, i)≥ 2|F(i−1)/n)
θ(βn)2
(
cn
n
+
d2n
n2
)
≤ C
n
u2n
n
(
cn
n
+
d2n
n2
)
.
Hence, (2.8) holds with ξn = C
unδ2n
n (
cn
n +
d2n
n2 )
1/2 and ξ′n = C
u2n
n (
cn
n +
d2n
n2 ).
These sequences go to 0 by (3.13), hence, the result for j = 5.
4.5. Step 5: j = 6. Set Uni = un∆Y
2
T (n,i)1
|∆YT (n,i)2 |1{K(n,i)≥2}. As for the
proof of (4.6), and using (3.17), we get,
P (Uni > y|F(i−1)/n)
≤Cλ2nP
(
∆Y 2T (n,i)1 |∆YT (n,i)2 |>
y
un
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n)
(4.21)
≤ C
n2
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)
∫
{|x′|>y/unx2}
F (dx′)
≤ C
n2
∫
F (dx)
uαn|x|2α
yα
≤C u
α
n
n2yα
because
∫ |x|2αF (dx)<∞. Similarly, we have by (3.3),
P (Uni 1{Uni ≤1}F(i−1)/n)
≤ Cun
n2
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)|x|
∫
{|x′|≤1/
√
un|x|}
x′2F (dx′)(4.22)
≤ Cu
α/2
n
n2
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)|x|α/2 ≤ Cu
α/2
n
n2β
α/2
n
.
Now we observe that |k(x, y)| ≤ C0 for some constant C0 > 0, hence,
|ζni (6)| ≤C0Uni . Then if |ζni (6)|> y for some y > 0, we must have Uni > y/C0;
also if |ζni (6)| ≤ 1, then we have ζni (6)2 ≤ |ζni (6)| ≤C0Uni 1{Uni ≤1} + 1{Uni >1}.
Then it readily follows from (4.21) and (4.22) that the sequence (ζni (6)) sat-
isfies (2.9) with ξn = ξ
′
n =
C
n (u
α
n +
u
α/2
n
β
α/2
n
) and ξ′′n,y =
Cuαn
nyα . Those sequences all
go to 0, hence, the result for j = 6.
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4.6. Step 6: j = 7. We use again all the notation of Step 1, so that (since
Y n,i does not jump at times Tj)
ζni (7) = ung(X(i−1)/n)
K∑
k=2
Hk, where Hk = Y
n,i
Tk∧i/n∆YTk .
On the one hand we have H2k ≤ (Ŷ ni )2∆Y 2Tk , so
E(ζni (7)
2|F(i−1)/n)≤ Cu2nE
(
K
K∑
k=2
∆Y 2Tk(Ŷ
n
i )
2
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n
)
≤ Cu2nδn
∞∑
k=2
vn(k)
θ(βn)
∫
{|x|>βn}
x2F (dx)(4.23)
≤ Cu
2
n
n
λn
(
cn
n
+
d2n
n2
)
because of (3.17), (3.16) and (4.12). On the other hand we can write
E(ζni (7)|F(i−1)/n)
= ung(X(i−1)/n)
∞∑
k=2
E(∆YTk1{Tk≤i/n}Y
n,i
Tk
|F(i−1)/n)
= ung(X(i−1)/n)dn
∞∑
k=2
E
(
∆YTk1{Tk≤i/n}
(
Tk − i− 1
n
)∣∣∣F(i−1)/n),
again by (3.17) and because Y n,i is equal to a martingale plus dn(t− i−1n ).
Therefore,
|E(ζni (7)|F(i−1)/n)| ≤ C
un|dn|
n
E
(
K∑
k=2
|∆YTk |
∣∣∣F(i−1)/n
)
= C
un|dn|
n
∞∑
k=2
vn(k)
θ(βn)
∫
{|x|>βn}
|x|F (dx)(4.24)
≤ Cun|dn|
n2
δnλn.
So ζni (7) satisfies (2.8) with ξn = C
un|dn|δnλn
n and ξ
′
n = Cu
2
n(
cn
n +
d2n
n2 )λn.
Those sequences go to 0, hence, the result for j = 7.
4.7. Step 7: j = 8,9. We have E(ζni (8)|F(i−1)/n) =E(ζni (9)|F(i−1)/n) = 0
[use (3.17)], and also |ζni (8)|+ |ζni (9)| ≤Cun|∆YT (n,i)1 |M̂ni 1{K(n,i)≥1}, hence,
by (3.17) again and (3.16),
E(ζni (8)
2|F(i−1)/n) +E(ζni (9)2|F(i−1)/n)≤
Cu2ncn
nθ(βn)
P (K ≥ 1)≤ Cu
2
ncn
n2
.
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Then (2.8) holds for j = 8 and j = 9, with ξn = 0 and ξ
′
n =Cu
2
ncn/n. Except
in Case 1, we have ξ′n→ 0: hence, the result for j = 8 and j = 9 if we are not
in Case 1.
It remains to study Case 1. For this we will use Lemma 2.6. We first cal-
culate the conditional characteristic function φn,i(v) = E(e
ivζni (8)|F(i−1)/n)
and φ′n,i(v) =E(e
ivζni (9)|F(i−1)/n). Recall that Mn,i is a Le´vy process, inde-
pendent of F(i−1)/n and satisfying
E(eivM
n,i
t ) = exp t
∫
{|x|≤βn}
(eivy − 1− ivy)F (dy).(4.25)
Then, using (3.17) and the form of ζni (8) and ζ
n
i (9), we see that
φn,i(v) = e
−λn
+
∫ 1/n
0
e−θ(βn)s ds
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)E(e
ivunx2k(X(i−1)/n,x)(M
n,i
1/n
−Mn,is )),
φ′n,i(v) = e
−λn +
1− e−λn
nλn
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)E(eivung(X(i−1)/n)xM
n,i
s ).
Observe that 1− e−λn = ∫ 1/n0 e−θ(βn)s ds ∫{|x|>βn}F (dx). Then if
γn,i(v,x, y) = e
ivunx2k(X(i−1)/n,x)y − 1− ivunx2k(X(i−1)/n, x)y,
zn,i(x, v, t) =
1− t
n
∫
{|y|≤βn}
γn,i(v,x, y)F (dy),
the change of variable t= ns gives
φn,i(v) = 1+
1
n
∫ 1
0
e−λnt dt
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)(ezn,i(x,v,t) − 1).(4.26)
In a similar way we obtain
φ′n,i(v) = 1+
1− e−λn
nλn
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)(ez
′
n,i(x,v) − 1),(4.27)
where
γ′n,i(v,x, y) = e
ivung(X(i−1)/n)xy − 1− ivung(X(i−1)/n)xy,
zn,i(x, v) =
1
n
∫
{|y|≤βn}
γ′n,i(v,x, y)F (dy).
Since g (resp. k) is bounded (resp. bounded on R × [−p, p]), we get
|γn,i(v,x, y)| ≤C(|vunx2y|∧|vunx2y|2) and |γ′n,i(v,x, y)| ≤C(|vunx2y|∧|vunx2y|2)
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whenever |x| ≤ p. But (3.3) yields∫
(|uy| ∧ |uy|2)F (dy)
= |u|
∫
{|y|>1/u}
|y|F (dy) + u2
∫
{|y|≤1/u}
y2F (dy)≤C|u|α.
Therefore, |zn,i(x, v, t)| ≤ Cn |vunx2|α and |z′n,i(x, v)| ≤ Cn |vunx|α, provided
t ∈ [0,1] and |x| ≤ p. In particular, the suprema of |zn,i| and |z′n,i| over all t ∈
[0,1], i, x ∈ [−p, p] and v ∈ [−1,1] go to 0 as n→∞ and are thus uniformly
bounded in n as well. Therefore, in (4.26) and (4.27) the term e.−1 is smaller
than Cn |vunx2|α and Cn |vunx|α, respectively. Since x 7→ |x|2α is F -integrable,
and using also (3.3), we readily deduce
|φn,i(v)− 1| ≤ C|v|
αuαn
n2
, |φ′n,i(v)− 1| ≤
C|v|αuαn
n2
log
1
βn
.
In other words, the sequences (ζni (8)) and (ζ
n
i (9)) satisfy (2.12) with, re-
spectively, ξ′′′n,v =Cvαuαn/n and ξ′′′n,v =Cvαuαn(log
1
βn
)/n. In the first case we
have ξ′′′n,v → 0 for all v ≤ 1; in the second case we have ξ′′′n,v ≤ Cvα: then,
combining Lemmas 2.6 and 2.5, we obtain the result for j = 8 and j = 9 in
Case 1.
4.8. Step 8: j = 10,11,12. First consider j = 10. We have
ζni (10) = ung(X(i−1)/n)
dn
n
(
dn
2n
+∆YT (n,i)11{K(n,i)≥1}
)
.
Then ani =E(ζ
n
i (10)|F(i−1)/n) and bni =E(ζni (10)2|F(i−1)/n) have
ani = ung(X(i−1)/n)
dn
n
(
dn
2n
+ (1− e−λn) d
′
n
θ(βn)
)
,(4.28)
bni ≤
Cu2nd
2
n
n2
(
d2n
n2
+E(∆Y 2T (n,i)11{K(n,i)≥1}|F(i−1)/n)
)
(4.29)
≤Cu
2
nd
2
n
n3
(
1 +
d2n
n
)
.
In particular, |ani | ≤ C un(d
2
n+|dnd′n|)
n2 , so (2.8) holds with ξn = C
un(d2n+|dnd′n|)
n
and ξ′n =C
u2nd
2
n
n2 (1+
d2n
n ): these quantities go to 0 in Cases 1, 2b and 3a, and
they are always bounded: hence, the result for j = 10.
Next, consider j = 11. We apply Lemma 4.4, in which we set H2 =
g(X(i−1)/n)∆YT1 , so that (4.5) is satisfied and ζni (11) = unH
′
21{K≥2}. Then
using (4.6) and (4.8), and also (4.11) [resp. (4.9)] if α < 1 (resp. if α ≥ 1)
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for H ′2 and summing up over r′ ≥ 2, we get that when α≤ 1, the sequences
(ζni (11)) satisfy (2.9) with
ξn =C
uαn
n
(
log
1
βn
)2
, ξ′n =C
uαn
n
log
1
βn
, ξ′′n,y =C
uαn
nyα
log
1
βn
.
(4.30)
In Case 3a (resp. 2a) we have ξ′n → 0 and ξ′′n,y → 0 and also ξn → 0 (resp.
ξn ≤C): hence, the result for j = 11 in Cases 2a and 3a. In Cases 2b and 3b
we still have (4.30) but, for symmetry reasons, we may take ξn = 0: hence,
we also get the result in Cases 2b and 3b.
Now consider Case 1. The estimates (4.30) are not fine enough and we
have to resort on another method. The ζni (11)’s satisfy (2.15) with ζ
′n
i =
un∆YT (n,i)1∆YT (n,i)21{K(n,i)≥2}. So to obtain the result it is enough by
Lemma 2.8 to prove that if Γ′nt =
∑[nt]
i=1 ζ
′n
i , then Γ
′n
1 → 0 in law. Then by
Lemma 2.5 it is enough to prove that the sequences (ζ ′ni ) satisfy (2.9) with
(2.10). By construction |ζ ′ni | is either 0 [with probability an = e−λn(1+ λn)]
or bigger than unβ
2
n, the latter with probability 1− an. Further, unβ2n→∞
in the present case, so (2.9) holds with ξn = ξ
′
n = 0 and ξ
′′
n,y = n(1− an) for
all n large enough. Now n(1−an)∼ nλ
2
n
2 → 0 by (3.13), so indeed we get the
result for j = 11 in Case 1.
Finally, consider j = 12. Since |ζni (12)| ≤ Cun|dn|n |∆YT (n,i)1 |21{K(n,i)≥1},
we readily get
E(|ζni (12)||F(i−1)/n)≤
Cun|dn|
nθ(βn)
P (K ≥ 1)≤ Cun|dn|
n2
.
Then (2.7) holds with ξn = Cun|dn|/n and we deduce the result for j = 12
from (3.13).
4.9. Step 9: j = 13,14. First consider for j = 13. We have
E(ζni (13)|F(i−1)/n) =
∞∑
r=2
vn(r)
θ(βn)
(r− 1)d′n,
E(ζni (13)
2|F(i−1)/n)≤C
(
cn
n
+
∞∑
r=2
vn(r)
θ(βn)
(r− 1)2
)
.
Therefore, we have (2.8) with ξn =Cλn|d′n| and ξ′n =C(cn+λn) [use (4.12)].
Then (2.11) always holds, and (2.10) holds except in Case 2a: hence, the
result for j = 13.
Finally, we have
E(ζni (14)|F(i−1)/n) =
dn
n
+
d′n(1− e−λn)
nλn
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=
b′
n
+
d′n
n
1− λn − e−λn
λn
,
E(ζni (14)
2|F(i−1)/n)≤C
(
d2n
n2
+
1
n
)
.
Therefore, we have (2.8) with ξn = C(1 + λn|dn|) and ξ′n = C(1 + d2n/n).
Then (2.10) holds in all cases, and the proof of Lemma 4.1 is now complete.
5. Proofs of the theorems.
5.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. By virtue of Corollary 2.3, we can deduce
Theorem 1.1 from the tightness of the sequence (Y
n
, unW
n) under Hy-
pothesis (H1-α), with our choice of un and βn. For this, in view of (3.15),
it is enough to prove the tightness of the sequence of fourteen-dimensional
processes ((Γn(j)1≤j≤14)n. But this readily follows from Lemmas 2.5 and
4.1, and Theorem 1.1 is proved.
5.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2(a). We suppose here that Hypothesis (H2-α)
holds with α > 1 (in particular, we are in Case 1). In view of Lemma 4.1, of
(3.15) and of Theorem 2.2, for obtaining Theorem 1.2(a) it suffices to prove
that the sequence (Γn(14),Γn(9)) converges in law to (Y,W ), where W is
given by (1.7) and V is a Le´vy process independent of Y and characterized
by (1.8).
Observe that ζni (9) satisfies (2.15) with ζ
′n
i = un∆YT (,;i)1M
n,i
i/n1{K(n,i)≥1}.
Let Γ′nt =
∑[nt]
i=1 ζ
′n
i . In view of Lemma 2.8 [applied with η
n
i = ζ
n
i (14)], it is
then enough to prove that the pair (Γn(14)1,Γ
′n
1 ) converges in law to (Y1, V1),
where V1 is independent of Y1 and having (1.8) (for t= 1). In other words,
if we denote by φn the characteristic function of (Γ
n(14)1,Γ
n
1 ), and by Φ(u)
and Ψ(u), respectively, the right-hand sides of (1.2) and (1.8) written for
t= 1, it suffices to prove that for all u, v ∈R, we have
φn(u, v)→Φ(u)Ψ(v).(5.1)
Using (3.17) and (4.25), we get
φn(u, v) = e
iuundn
(
e−λn +
1− e−λn
θ(βn)
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)eiux+zn(x,v)
)n
,
where
zn(x, v) =
1
n
∫
{|y|≤βn}
F (dy)(eivunxy − 1− iuvnxy).
This is similar to Section 4.7, where z′n,i plays the role of zn here and, in
particular,
|zn(x, v)| ≤C 1
n
uαn|v|α|x|α.(5.2)
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We can rewrite φn as
φn(u, v) = e
iuundn
(
1 +
an
n
(An(u) +Bn(v) +Cn(u, v))
)n
,(5.3)
where an =
1−e−λn
λn
and
An(u) =
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)(eiux − 1),
Bn(v) =
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)(ezn(x,v) − 1),
Cn(u, v) =
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)(eiux − 1)(ezn(x,v) − 1).
Combining (5.2) and |eiux−1| ≤ |ux|, and since x 7→ |x|α+1 is F -integrable,
we first get |Cn(u, v)| ≤C 1n |u‖v|αuαn, hence,
Cn(u, v)→ 0.(5.4)
Second,
∫
{|x|>βn}F (dx)(e
iux − 1 − iux) converges to ∫{|x|>βn} F (dx)(eiux −
1− iux), while dn = b′ − d′n, hence,
An(u) + iudn→ iub′ +
∫
F (dx)(eiux − 1− iux)
(5.5)
= iub+
∫
F (dx)(eiux − 1− iux1{|x≤1}).
Third, with K(dx) = α2 ((θ
2
++θ
2−)1{x>0}+2θ+θ−1{x<0})
1
|x|1+α dx, we want
to prove that
Bn(v)→
∫
K(dx)(eiux − 1− iux).(5.6)
We have Bn(v) =B
′
n(v) +B
′′
n(v), where
B′n(v) =
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)zn(x, v),
B′′n(v) =
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)(ezn(x,v) − 1− zn(x, v)).
Using again (5.2) and the fact that F has compact support and integrates
x 7→ |x|2α, we readily see that |B′′n(v)| ≤C|v|2α u
2α
n
n2 , which goes to 0. On the
other hand, B′n(v) =
∫
Kn(dx)(e
ivx − 1− ivx), where
Kn(A) =
1
n
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)
∫
{|y|≤βn}
F (dy)1A(unxy).
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Therefore, by Theorem VII.3.4 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003), (5.6) will follow
from the fact that Kn(h)→K(h) for h equal either to hw = 1(w,∞) for w > 0,
or h′w = 1(−∞,−w) for w > 0, or h′(x) = x21{|x|≤1}, or h′′(x) = x1{|x|>1}.
Let us first consider h= hw for some w > 0. Since unβ
2
n→∞ here, for n
large enough, Kn(hw) is the sum of γn =
1
n
∫
{x>βn} F (dx)F ((
w
unx
, βn]) plus
another similar term γ′n corresponding to the integrals over the negative
half-axis. Further, wβnunx → 0 uniformly in x > βn when n→∞, therefore,
we have
γn ∼ 1
n
∫
{x>βn}
F (dx)
θ+u
α
nx
α
wα
∼ αθ
2
+
wα
uαn
n
log
1
βn
→ θ
2
+
2wα
,
and, similarly, γ′n→
θ2−
2wα : so Kn(hw)→K(hw). In an analogous fashion we
find that Kn(h
′
w) converges to
θ+θ−
wα =K(h
′
w). We can also write for n large
enough,
Kn(h
′) =
1
n
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)
∫
{|y|≤1/un|x|}
F (dy)u2nx
2y2
∼ 1
n
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)
αθ
2−αu
α
n|x|α
∼ α
2θ2
2− α
uαn
n
log
1
βn
→ αθ
2
2(2−α) =K(h
′).
Finally, we have
Kn(h
′′) =
1
n
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)
∫
{1/un|x|<|y|≤βn}
F (dy)unxy
∼ 1
n
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)
αθ′
α− 1u
α
n|x|α
∼ α
2θθ′
α− 1
uαn
n
log
1
βn
→ αθθ
′
2(α− 1) =K(h
′′).
At this stage we can combine (5.3) with (5.4)–(5.6) to get that φn(u, v)
converges to
exp
(
iub+
∫
F (dx)(eiux − 1− iux1{|x≤1}) +
∫
K(dx)(eiux − 1− iux1{|x≤1})
)
,
which is Φ(u)Ψ(v), and we are finished.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 1.2(b). We suppose here that Hypothesis (H2-α)
holds with α= 1 (in particular, we are in Case 2a). In view of Lemma 4.1,
of (3.15) and of Theorem 2.2, for obtaining Theorem 1.2(b), it suffices to
prove that the sequence (Y
n
,Γn(10) + Γn(11)) converges in probability to
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(Y,W ), where Wt =− θ′24
∫ t
0 g(Xs−)ds. Since we already know that Y
n→ Y
(pointwise for the Skorokhod topology) and since W is continuous, it is
enough that Γn(10) + Γn(11)
P→W .
The sum ζni (10)+ζ
n
i (11) satisfies (2.15) with ζ
′n
i = ζ
′n
i (10)+ζ
′n
i (11), where
ζ ′ni (10) =
und
2
n
2n2
+
undn
n
∆YT (n,i)11{K(n,i)≥1},
ζ ′ni (11) = un∆YT (n,i)1∆YT (n,i)21{K(n,i)≥2}.
So by virtue of Lemma 2.8, it is enough to prove that if Γ′nt (j) =
∑[nt]
i=1 ζ
′n
i (j),
then
Γ′n(10)1 +Γ′n(11)1
P→−θ
′4
4
.(5.7)
First, if an =E(ζ
′n
i (10)|F(i−1)/n) and bn =E(ζ ′ni (10)|F(i−1)/n) (which here
are nonrandom and independent of i), then an is given by (4.28) and bn sat-
isfies (4.29), after replacing the function g by 1. So in view of (3.14) and of
dn = b
′− d′n, we get nan→− θ
′2
2 and nbn→ 0. Since E((Γ′ni (10)1 −nan)2)≤
nbn, we get
Γ′n(10)1
P→−θ
′2
2
.(5.8)
Let us use Section 4.8 again: upon replacing once more g by 1, we see that
the sequences (ζ ′ni (11)) satisfy (2.9) with (4.30), hence, ξ
′
n→ 0 and ξ′′n,y → 0
and ξn ≤C . So if αn = E(ζ ′ni (11)1{|ζ′ni (11)|≤1}|F(i−1)/n) (again nonrandom
and independent of i), and applying Lemma 2.7, we see that the sequences
(ζ ′ni (11)−αn) also satisfy (2.9), with new sequences ξn, ξ′n and ξ′′n,y all going
to 0. Hence, Lemma 2.5 implies
∑[n.]
i=1(ζ
′n
i (11)−αn) P→ 0 and, in view of (5.8),
it remains to prove that
nαn→ θ
′2
4
.(5.9)
By (3.17) it is clear that
nαn ∼ un
2n
∫
{|x|>βn}
xF (dx)
∫
{βn<|y|≤1/un|x|}
yF (dy)
∼ 1
2(logn)2
(
d′2n −
∫
{|x|>βn}
xF (dx)
∫
{|y|>1/un|x|}
yF (dy)
)
for all n large enough, because F has a bounded support and unβn→ 0. By
(3.5), for any ε > 0, there exists ε′ > 0 such that | d′(β)log 1/β − θ′| ≤ ε whenever
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β ∈ (0, ε′). Then we may write ∫{|x|>βn} xF (dx) ∫{|y|>1/un|x|} yF (dy) = xn +
yn, where
xn =
∫
{βn<|x|≤1/unε′}
xF (dx)
∫
{|y|>1/un|x|}
yF (dy),
yn =
∫
{|x|>1/unε′}
xF (dx)
∫
{|y|>1/un|x|}
yF (dy)
=
∫
{|x|>1/unε′}
xd′
(
1
un|x|
)
F (dx).
First, if |x| ≤ 1unε′ , then 1un|x| ≥ ε′, so we have
|xn| ≤Cε′
∣∣∣∣ ∫{βn<|x|≤1/unε′} xF (dx)
∣∣∣∣≤Cε′ρn ≤Cε′ logn.
Second, if zn =
∫
{|x|>1/unε′}F (dx)|x| log(un|x|) and z′n =
∫
{|x|>1/unε′}F (dx)x×
log(un|x|), we have |yn − θ′z′n| ≤ εzn. But (3.6) and (3.5) again imply that
zn = (logun)
(
d+
(
1
unε′
)
+ d−
(
1
unε′
))
+
∫
{|x|>1/unε′}
|x| log |x|F ′(dx)
∼ θ
(
(logun) log(unε
′)− 1
2
( log(unε
′))2
)
∼ θ
2
(logn)2
and, similarly, z′n ∼ θ
′
2 (logn)
2. Hence,
nαn ∼ d
′2
n
2(logn)2
− xn + yn
2(logn)2
∼ θ
′2
2
− yn
2(logn)2
,
and yn2(logn)2 is in between
θ′zn−εz′n
2(logn)2 and
θ′zn+εz′n
2(logn)2 , which respectively converge
to −θ
′2−θε
4 and to
−θ′2+θε
4 . Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, we deduce that (5.9)
holds, and we are finished.
5.4. Proof of Theorem 1.2(c). We suppose here that Hypothesis (H2-α)
holds for some α ∈ (0,1], as well as Hypothesis (H3), and also Hypothesis
(H4) if α< 1 (so we are in Cases 2b or 3b). In view of Lemma 4.1, of (3.15)
and of Theorem 2.2, it suffices to prove that the sequence (Γn(14),Γn(11))
converges in law to (Y,W ), where W is given by (1.7) and V is a Le´vy
process independent of Y and characterized by (1.10).
1. Note that if
Γ′nt =
[nt]∑
i=1
ζ ′ni where ζ
n
i = un∆YT (n,i)1∆YT (n,i)21{K(n,i)≥2},(5.10)
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Znt =
[nt]∑
i=1
ηni where η
n
i =∆YT (n,i)11{K(n,i)≥1},(5.11)
then first ζni (11) satisfies (2.15) with ζ
′n
i as above, and Γ
n(14) − Zn con-
verges locally uniformly in time to bt (because dn = b here). So in view of
Lemma 2.8, it is enough to prove that (Zn1 ,Γ
′n
1 ) converges in law to (Z1, V1),
where Zt = Yt − bt.
2. For each n the variables (ηni , ζ
′n
i )i≥1 are i.i.d. centered, and we denote
by Kn their law, which is given by
Kn(A) =
e−λnλn
θ(βn)
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)1A(x,0)
+
1− e−λn(1 + λn)
θ(βn)2
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)
∫
{|y|>βn}
F (dy)1A(x,unxy).
Since the two processes Z and V are independent Le´vy processes, they have
no common jumps and, further, the jumps of Z are the same as those of Y :
so the Le´vy measure K of the pair (Z,V ) is
K(dx, dy) = F (dx)ε0(dy) +
θ2α
4
ε0(dx)
1
|y|1+α dy.
Observe that (Z,V ) has no drift and no continuous martingale part.
By virtue of Theorem VII.3.4 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003), for the con-
vergence in law of (Zn1 ,Γ
′n
1 ) to (Z1, V1), it is enough to prove that
nKn(h)→K(h)(5.12)
for all h which are continuous bounded and vanish on a neighborhood of 0,
and also for h = hu, h
′
u, h
′′
u, where hu(x, y) = x
2
1{x2+y2≤u} and h′u(x, y) =
y21{x2+y2≤u} and h′′u(x, y) = xy1{x2+y2≤u}, for almost all u > 0 (for Lebesgue
measure). Since both K and Kn are invariant under the maps (x, y) 7→
(−x, y) and (x, y) 7→ (−x, y), it is even enough to prove (5.12) for hu, h′u,
h′′u, and also for hu,v(x, y) = 1{|x|≥u,|y|≥v} for all u, v ∈R+ such that (u, v) 6=
(0,0).
We begin with (5.12) for hu,v . For u > 0, we have as soon as βn <u,
nKn(hu,0) =
ne−λnλn
θ(βn)
θ(u−) + n1− e
−λn(1 + λn)
θ(βn)2
∫
{|x|≥u}
F (dx)θ(βn),
where θ(u−) denotes the left limit at point u of the decreasing and right-
continuous function θ(·). The last term above is smaller than Cuθ(βn)/n,
which goes to 0 as n→∞, and the first term converges to θ(u−) =K(hu,0),
so (5.12) holds for hu,0.
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Next, if u > 0 and v > 0, we have as soon as βn < u (recall that un = 1/βn
here),
nKn(hu,v) = n
1− e−λn(1 + λn)
θ(βn)2
∫
{|x|≥u}
F (dx)
∫
{|y|>βn,|y|≥βnv/|x|}
F (dy)
≤ Cu θ(βn)
n
,
which again goes to 0: so (5.12) holds for hu,v . Finally, if v > 0, we have as
soon as βn < v,
nKn(h0,v) = n
1− e−λn(1 + λn)
θ(βn)2
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)
∫
{|y|>βn,|y|≥βnv/|x|}
F (dy)
(5.13)
∼ 1
2n
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)
∫
{|y|>βn,|y|≥βnv/|x|}
F (dy).
Let ε > 0. By Hypothesis (H2-α) there exists ε′ ∈ (0, v) such that |βαθ(β)−
θ| ≤ ε for all β ∈ (0,2ε′]. By (5.13) we see that nKn(h0,v) ∼ xn + yn + zn,
where
xn =
1
2n
∫
{βn<|x|≤vβn/ε′}
F (dx)
∫
{|y|≥βnv/|x|}
F (dy),
yn =
1
2n
∫
{vβn/ε′<|x|≤v}
F (dx)
∫
{|y|≥βnv/|x|}
F (dy),
zn =
1
2n
∫
{|x|>v}
F (dx)
∫
{|y|>βn}
F (dy).
Using Hypothesis (H2-α) again and (3.2), we get
zn ≤Cv θ(βn)
n
,(5.14)
xn ≤ C
nβαnv
α
∫
{βn<|x|≤vβn/ε′}
|x|αF (dx)
=
C
nβαnv
α
∫ vβn/ε′
0
yα−1θ(y ∨ βn)(dy)(5.15)
≤ Cv
nβαn
(
1 + log
v
ε
)
≤ Cv,ε
nβαn
.
Finally, if y′n =
θ
2nβαnv
α
∫
{vβn/ε<|x|≤v} |x|αF (dx), we have y′n(1 − ε′) ≤ yεn ≤
y′n(1+ε′). But y′n =
θ
2nβαnv
α (ρ(βnv/ε)−ρ(v)), which is equivalent to αθ22nβαnvα log
1
βn
by (3.5). Putting this together with (5.14) and (5.15), and since ε is arbitrar-
ily small, we deduce that nKn(h0,v) is equivalent to
αθ2
2nβαnv
α log
1
2nβn
. Then,
clearly, nKn(h0,v) converges to
θ2
2vα , which equals K(h0,v).
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It remains to prove (5.12) for hu, h
′
u and h
′′
u. First, because of Hypothesis
(H3) we have Kn(h
′′
u) = 0 and K(h
′′
u) = 0. Next,
nKn(hu) =
ne−λnλn
θ(βn)
∫
{βn<|x|≤√u}
x2F (dx)
+ n
1− e−λn(1 + λn)
θ(βn)2
×
∫
{βn<|x|<√u}
x2F (dx)
∫
{βn<|y|≤βn
√
u/x2−1}
F (dy).
The last term above is smaller than Cθ(βn)/n, which goes to 0, while the
first term goes to
∫
{|x|≤√u} x
2F (dx), which equals K(hu), hence, (5.12) holds
for h= hu. Finally, we have as soon as βn <
√
u,
nKn(h
′
u) = u
2
nn
1− e−λn(1 + λn)
θ(βn)2
×
∫
{βn<|x|<
√
u/2}
x2F (dx)
∫
{βn<|y|≤βn
√
u/x2−1}
y2F (dy)
∼ u
2
n
2n
∫
{βn<|x|<
√
u/2}
x2c(βn
√
u/x2 − 1 )F (dx)
− u
2
ncn
2n
∫
{βn<|x|<
√
u/2}
x2F (dx).
The last term above is smaller that Cu2ncn/n, which goes to 0. In view of
(3.3), the first term is equivalent to
u2nβ
2−α
n αθ
2(2−α)n
∫
{βn<|x|<
√
u/2}
x2
(
u
x2
− 1
)(2−α)/2
F (dx)
∼ u
α
nαθu
(2−α)/2
2(2− α)n
∫
{βn<|x|<
√
u/2 }
|x|αF (dx)
∼ u
α
nα
2θ2u(2−α)/2
2(2−α)n log
(
1
βn
)
,
which converges to αθ
2u(2−α)/2
2(2−α) , which in turn equals K(h
′
u): we are thus
finished.
Remark 5.1. When Hypothesis (H2-α) holds for some α ∈ (1,2) and
also Hypothesis (H3) holds, one could prove part (a) of Theorem 1.2 by
the same method as above for (c): we have, of course, the same un =
(n/ logn)1/α, but instead of βn = logn/n
1/2α, one could take βn = (logn/n)
1/α
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as in Cases 2b and 3b. Then in Lemma 4.1 one obtains that Γn(j) goes to
0 for j = 9, but not for j = 11.
5.5. Proof of Theorem 1.2(d). Now we assume Hypothesis (H1-α) for
some α < 1 (i.e., Case 3a). In view of Lemma 4.1, of (3.15) and of Theo-
rem 2.2, for obtaining Theorem 1.2(d) it suffices to prove that the sequence
(Γn(14),Γn(10) + Γn(12)) converge in law to (Y,W ), where W is given by
(1.11), which can also be written as
Wt = d
∑
n :Rn≤t
([f(XRn−+∆YRnf(XRn−))− f(XRn−)]ξn
+ f(XRn−)f
′(XRn−)∆YRn(1− ξn))(5.16)
+
d2
2
∫ t
0
f(Xs−)f ′(Xs−)ds.
1. We have ζni (10) = ζ
′n
i (10) + ζ
′′n
i (10), where ζ
′′n
i (10) = ung(X(i−1)/n)
d2n
2n2
and
ζ ′ni (10) = ung(X(i−1)/n)
dn
n
∆YT (n,i)11{K(n,i)≥1}.
Set Γ′nt =
∑[nt]
i=1 ζ
′n
i (10) and Γ
′′n
t =
∑[nt]
i=1 ζ
′′n
i (10). Observe that
und2n
n → d2,
hence, a simple Riemann approximation of the Lebesgue integral shows the
following convergence, locally uniform in t:
Γ′n(10)t
P→ d
2
2
∫ t
0
g(Xs−)ds.(5.17)
Therefore, it is enough to prove that the pair (Γn(14),Γ′′n + Γn(12)) con-
verges in law to the pair (Y,Γ′), where Γ′ is the first term in the right-hand
side of (1.11).
Set an = undn/n. We can write Γ
′′n+Γn(12) = anΓn, where Γnt =
∑[nt]
i=1 ζ
n
i
and
ζni = (G(X(i−1)/n,∆YT (n,i)1)(i− nT (n, i)1)
+ g(X(i−1)/n)∆YT (n,i)1(nT (n, i)1 − i+ 1))1{K(n,i)≥1}.(5.18)
We also write V ′ = dΓ, where [cf. (1.11)]
Γt =
∑
n :Rn≤t
([f(XRn− +∆YRnf(XRn−))− f(XRn−)]ξn
(5.19)
+ g(XRn−)∆YRn(1− ξn)).
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Since an → d, it remains to prove that (Γn(14),Γn) converges to (Y,Γ) in
law. Observe also that dn→ d, so exactly as in Section 6, and if we set (5.11),
it is enough to prove that (Zn,Γn) converges in law towards (Z,Γ), where
Zt = Yt − td.
2. The presence of an apriori arbitrary function G in (5.18) makes things
a bit difficult, and in the absence of a general theory to handle this case,
we use a trick, pretending first that X(i−1)/n does not show up in (5.18).
That is, with an arbitrary measurable bounded function l on R× [0,1], with
support in [−p, p]× [0,1], which satisfies |l(x,u)| ≤C|x|, we set
Γn(l)t =
[nt]∑
i=1
ζni (l)
(5.20)
where ζni (l) = l(∆YT (n,i)1 , nT (n, i)1 − i+ 1)1{R(n,i)≥1}.
We will study the convergence of the pair (Zn,Γn(l)). In view of (3.17),
the law Kn of the pair (η
n
i , ζ
n
i (l)) is independent of i and given by
Kn(h) = e
−λnh(0,0)
(5.21)
+
1
n
∫ 1
0
e−λnu du
∫
{|x|>βn}
F (dx)
∫ 1
0
h(x, l(x,u))du.
Letting K be the measure on R2 defined by
K(h) =
∫
F (dx)
∫ 1
0
h(x, l(x,u))du,(5.22)
we want to prove that nKn(h)→K(h) [i.e., (5.12)] holds for suitable func-
tions h.
Suppose first that h is continuous and bounded and vanishes on a neigh-
borhood of 0. Observe that since |l(x,u)| ≤ C|x|, we have h(x, l(x,u)) = 0
if |x| ≤ ε for some ε > 0. In (5.21) the contribution of the first term to the
right to nKn(h) is 0; as soon as βn < ε, the contribution of the second term
is ∫ 1
0
e−λnu du
∫
{|x|>ε}
F (dx)
∫ 1
0
h(x, l(x,u)),
which obviously converge to K(h) because λn→ 0: so we have (5.12).
Now we take the function h(x, y) = x1{|x|≤v} for any given v > 0. In (5.21)
the contribution to nKn(h) of the first term to the right is 0, and the con-
tribution of the second term is∫ 1
0
e−λnu du
∫
{βn<|x|≤v}
xF (dx),
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which goes toK(h) again. The same argument works as well for the functions
h(x, y) = y1{|x|≤v}, h(x, y) = x21{|x|≤v}, h(x, y) = xy1{|x|≤v} and h(x, y) =
y21{|x|≤v} [here we do not truncate in y, since the argument y is replaced
by the bounded term l(x,u) in (5.21)].
All this shows that, by using Theorem VII.3.4 of Jacod and Shiryaev
(2003), the pair (Zn,Γn(l)) converges in law to a Le´vy process (Z,Γ(l))
with no drift, no continuous part and Le´vy measure K, and also has (UT)
by Lemma 2.1.
We can, of course, realize this pair (Z,Γ(l)) as follows: we first take Zt =
Yt − dt (so this is in accordance with our previous notation), and we label
the jump times of Y as R1,R2, . . . [as in (5.19)]. Then we define, possibly on
an extension of the space, a sequence (ξn) of i.i.d. variables, independent of
Y , and uniform over [0,1]. Then we set
Γ(l)t =
∑
n :Rn≤t
l(∆YRn , ξn).(5.23)
Observe that Γ(l), as well as Y and Z, has finite variation over finite inter-
vals.
3. We will apply the preceding results to the functions l = ly defined by
ly(x,u) =G(y,x)(1−u)+g(y)xu: we call Γn(y) and Γ(y) the processes Γn(ly)
and Γ(ly), and write also ζ
n
i (y) = ζ
n
i (ly). If we pick finitely many arbitrary
points yj , not only do we have the convergence in law of (Z
n,Γn(yj)) to
(Z,Γ(yj)) for any given j, but one could prove in a similar way that we have
the convergence of (Zn,Γn(y1), . . . ,Γ
n(yk)) to (Z,Γ(y1), . . . ,Γ(yk)), with the
same sequence ξn in the definition of all Γ(yj)’s: one just has to put any
finitely many functions l’s in (5.21) and (5.22) to see that everything works
out the same way. This, of course, gives the convergence for an infinite
sequence of yk’s.
So we pick a dense sequence yk. By the Skorokhod representation the-
orem we can find another probability space on which new processes still
called (Y,Z,Γ(y1), . . . ,Γ(yk), . . . ) and (Y,Z
n,Γn(y1), . . . ,Γ
n(yk) . . . ) are de-
fined and have the same law as the original ones and, further, (Zn,Γn(y1), . . . ,Γ
n(yk) . . . )
converges pointwise for the Skorokhod topology on D(R+,R
N) to (Z,Γ(y1), . . . ,
Γ(yk), . . . ). On the new space we still have the representation (5.23) for all
Γ(yk) with the same sequence (ξn). Furthermore, on the new space we can
solve our equation (1.1), having a solution X , and redefine ζni by (5.18) and
Γnt =
∑[nt]
i=1 ζ
n
i : here Y has locally finite variation, so the filtrations play no
role at all. So we have ζni = lX(i−1)/n(∆YT (n,i)1 , nS1)1{K(n,i)≤1}.
Now the functions y 7→ ly(x,u) are continuous, and even much more.
Namely, we have
wK(ε) := sup
( |ly(x,u)− ly′(x,u)
|y| :y, y
′ ∈K, |y − y′| ≤ ε,
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x ∈ [−p, p], u∈ [O,1]
)
→ 0
as ε→ 0 for any compact set K. Let us first pick a point ω in the event
space and a time t > 0, then a compact K containing the path of X over
[0, t], and an ε > 0. We can find a finite subdivision t0 = 0< t1 < · · ·< tk = t
and points yj ∈K, such that |Xt − yj | ≤ ε for all t ∈ [tj−1, tj). Set J(n, j) =
{i : i−1n ∈ [tj−1, tj)}. If i ∈ J(n, j), we have |ζni − ζni (yj)| ≤ wK(ε)|∆YS1 |. It
follows that for all s≤ t,∣∣∣∣∣Γns −
k∑
j=1
(Γn(yj)s∧tj − Γn(yj)s∧tj−1)
∣∣∣∣∣≤wK(ε)∑
r≤t
|∆Yr|.(5.24)
Similarly, if we set
Γt =
∑
n :Rn≤t
lXRn−(∆YRn ,Un)(5.25)
[i.e., Γ is defined by (5.19), on our new space], we get for all s≤ t,∣∣∣∣∣Γs −
k∑
j=1
(Γ′(yj)s∧tj − Γ(yj)s∧tj−1)
∣∣∣∣∣≤wK(ε)∑
r≤t
|∆Yr|.(5.26)
At this point, it suffices to use that (Zn,Γn(yk), . . . ,Γ
n(yk))→ (Z,Γ(yk), . . . ,
Γ(yk)) for the Skorokhod topology to obtain that the upper limit of the
Skorokhod distance between (Zn,Γn) and (Z,Γ) over [0, t] is smaller or equal
to wK(ε)
∑
s≤t |∆Ys|<∞. Since wK(ε)→ 0 as ε→ 0 and since
∑
s≤t |∆Ys|<
∞, we conclude that for our particular point ω we have (Zn,Γn)→ (Z,Γ).
This works for all points ω. Going back to the original space, this clearly
implies that indeed (Zn,Γn) converges in law to (Z,Γ), and we are finished.
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